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MALTA

QORTI TAL-MAGISTRATI (MALTA)
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The Police
(Inspector Frankie Sammut)

vs

KRSTIC NENAD

The Court,
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Having seen that the accused KRSTIC NENAD, Serbian National, born in
Knjazevac, Serbia on the 18th November 1992, son of Srdjan and
Urosevic, holder of passport number 7778256, was arraigned before her
accused:

With having on the 15th September 2014 in these islands forged, altered
or tampered with a Passport, or used or had in his possession a
Passport, which he knew to be forged, altered or tampered with a
Passport, or used or had in his possession a Passport, which he knew to
be forged, altered or tampered with, in the name of Krstic Nenad
bearing numbers 7778256.

And charge him also with having on same date, time and circumstances
committed any other kind of forgery, or have knowingly made use of
any other forged document, in the mentioned documents.

And charge him also with having on same date, time and circumstances
forged any document or true copy of a document or an entry made in
pursuance of his act.

Having seen all the documents exhibited in the acts of these
proceedings by the Prosecution in particular the statement made by the
accused, the conviction sheet of the accused, the consent by the
Attorney General dated 16th September 2014 for the case to be dealt
with summarily, a document showing communication from Germany
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with regards to the falsity of documents and a declaration of the
accused to consult with a lawyer.

The Prosecution also exhibited animo ritirandi the passport of the
accused.

Having heard the accused declare that he understands the English
language well and that he understood the charges brought forward
against him by the prosecution.

Having heard the accused plead guilty to the charges brought forward
against him and this in the presence of his lawyer.

The Court explained to the accused, the consequences of his plea of
guilt and after having given the accused sufficient time to reconsider his
plea of guilt and saw that the same accused insisted on registering in
the acts of these proceedings his plea of guilt, had no alternative but to
register such plea.

In the light of the above plea of guilt which guilty plea was made
voluntarily, expressly and unconditionally, the Court is satisfied that the
accused is to be found guilty of the charges brought forward against
him.
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Thus the Court, having seen the relevant sections at law, in particular
Section 189 of Chapter 9, Section 5 of Chapter 61 and Section 32 (1d) of
Chapter 217 of the Laws of Malta, decides to find the accused KRSTIC
NENAD guilty of the charges brought forward against him by the
prosecution and condemns him for a period of seven (7) months
imprisonment suspended for eighteen (18) months, in terms of
Section 28A of Chapter 9 of the Laws of Malta.
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